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We prove that on most connected non-commutative Lie groups there exists a
convolution operator which is bounded on L p but unbounded on Lq for every q not
belonging to the interval with endpoints 2 and p. Furthermore, the kernel of such
an operator can be supported on an arbitrary neighbourhood of the identity.
 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Convolution operators on locally compact abelian groups enjoy the
following symmetry property: if such an operator is bounded on L p, for
some p # (1, ), then it is also bounded on the dual space L p$ with the
same norm. This fact is based on the remark that a convolution operator
T is equal to its own transpose under the duality
( f, g) =|
G
f (x) g(&x) dx.
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This argument breaks down if G is non-commutative. There is no duality
between L p and L p$ that makes every convolution operator symmetric.
In fact many results have been proved over a long period of time about
asymmetry of norms of convolution operators on non-commutative groups.
To sketch a short history of the problem, D. Oberlin [14] first proved
that on certain finite groups, like the dihedral group, the norm of a con-
volution operator on L p$ can be strictly larger than its norm on L p, if p{2.
He was able to construct a convolution operator on an infinite product of
finite groups that is bounded on L4, but unbounded on L43.
C. Herz [11] gave a representation-theoretic condition on finite groups
that implies the existence of convolution operators with different norms on
L p and L p$. Using this result, he then proved [10] that on any nilpotent
Lie group there exists, for any given p{2, a convolution operator that is
bounded on L p and unbounded on L p$. In the same article he also claims,
without proof, that the same result holds on the affine group of the real
line, the so-called ‘‘ax+b’’ group.
More recently, A. M. Mantero [13] proved a stronger result on the
Heisenberg group H1 : for any p # (1, ), p{2, there is a convolution
operator that is bounded on L p, but unbounded on Lq for every q that is
not between p and 2.
For amenable groups, such as H1 , this is the strongest form of asym-
metry that can occur. This follows from a theorem of Herz [9], stating that
every convolution operator on an amenable group that is bounded on L p
for some p is also bounded on L2.
Stronger forms of asymmetry are possible on non-amenable groups.
Lohoue [12] gave examples of convolution operators on semisimple Lie
groups with finite center that are bounded on L p only for one single value
of p{2.
However, the problem of proving asymmetry results for other groups
remained an intriguing one; Herz conjectured in 1977 [11] that asymmetry
occurs on all compact groups with irreducible representations of arbitrarily
high dimensions (in particular for non-commutative compact Lie groups).
The thesis of S. Roberts [17], noting that a positive solution to Herz’ con-
jecture on SU(2) would imply asymmetry on every compact nonabelian Lie
group, attempted to settle the issue by calculating multiplier norms of
matrix coefficients. A recent study [4], building on Roberts’ results, was
not able to resolve the conjecture.
In this paper we prove a strong form of asymmetry of operator norms
for convolution operators on most non-commutative Lie groups. The only
exception, due to the method that we use, is the family of groups that are
locally isomorphic to the semidirect products R+ _s R
n, where s denotes
the action of R+ on Rn by scalar multiplication.
We first prove the following result in dimension three.
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Theorem 1.1. Let G be a 3-dimensional Lie group, not locally
isomorphic to R3 or to R+ _s R2, and let U be any neighbourhood of the
identity. Given p # (1, ), p{2, there is a sequence [Kn] of L1-functions
supported on U such that
_Kn_ppC \n and sup
n
_Kn_qq=+ (1.1)
for every q outside the closed interval Ip with endpoints p and 2.
Then applying a lifting argument to higher dimensions, combined with a
diagonal argument, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a Lie group, not locally isomorphic to R3 or to
R+_s R
n and let U be any neighbourhood of the identity. Given p # (1, ),
p{2, there is a convolution operator, with kernel supported on U, which is
bounded on L p but unbounded on Lq for every q  Ip .
We make more comments on these statements.
(1) Theorem 1.2 proves, in the case of compact Lie groups, the
conjecture of Herz [11].
(2) In fact, the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 holds for any noncom-
mutative compact connected group. This follows from the above together
with the structure theorem for compact connected groups [15, 6.5.6].
(3) Our result has a local nature that is not present in the results in
the literature and that is not obvious, at least for non-nilpotent groups.
(4) We believe that the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 is valid for all
non-commutative Lie groups. It would be sufficient to prove it for the
‘‘ax+b’’ group. It is interesting that Theorem 1.2 covers the case of the
direct product of ‘‘ax+b’’ with R, but there does not seem to be a direct
argument that infers any kind of asymmetry on ‘‘ax+b.’’
(5) For non-amenable groups, one has to distinguish between the
space Cvp (G) of convolutors of L p and its proper subspace PMp (G), which
is the ultra-weak closure of L1 (G) in Cvp (G) [6].
(6) Herz showed that for semisimple groups, a multiplier of compact
support of L p is also bounded on L2. Our result shows that this is best
possible. (The strong asymmetry examples of Lohoue are obtained by
transferring convolutors on SU(1, 1) which do not have compact support,
and therefore cannot themselves have compact support.)
The operators in the statement of Theorem 1.2 are in fact in PMp (G).
Since PMp (G) is the dual space of the algebra Ap$ (G) (see 6 for the defini-
tions), Theorem 1.2 has the following consequence.
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Corollary 1.1. Let G be a non-commutative Lie group, G{R+_s Rn.
If p # (1, ), p{2, then Ap (G){Ap$ (G).
According to Herz’ unproved claim about asymmetry on ‘‘ax+b,’’ the
above restriction on G can be removed.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the notion of contraction of Lie
algebras and Lie groups. If g and g$ are two real Lie algebras of the same
dimension, a contraction of g to g$ is a family [,*] of linear invertible maps
from g$ to g, depending on a parameter * # R+, such that for every
X, Y # g$
lim
*  
,&1* [,* (X), ,* (Y)]g=[X, Y]g$ .
If G and G$ are two Lie groups having g and g$ as their respective Lie
algebras, one can associate to any contraction [,*] of g to g$ a Lie group
contraction [?*] of G to G$. The ?* are ‘‘approximate isomorphisms,’’ in
the sense that formulas like
lim
*  
?&1* (?* (x) ?y ( y))=xy
hold for x, y in a neighbourhood of the identity in G$.
In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we take G$=H1 , and show that any
3-dimensional noncommutative group G different from R+_R2 admits a
contraction to H1 such that the images ,* (B), where B is some fixed
neighbourhood of the identity in H1 , describe a neighbourhood basis of the
identity in G. Using a method derived from [7], given an L1 kernel on H1
supported on B, we obtain a family of L1 kernels K* on G supported on
arbitrary small neighbourhoods of the identity and such that
sup
*
_K*_pp tlim sup
*  
_K*_pp t_k_pp
for every p # (1, ).
Contractions have previously been used to transfer L p multiplier results,
notably de Leeuw theorems, from one Lie group to another [2, 3, 5, 16,
18]. The theorems proved here are of the same general character, in the
sense that the multiplier norm of k dominates the multiplier norms of the
kernels K* and is recovered from them in a limiting sense. However, the
behaviour of their Fourier transforms is relatively complicated and they are
rather far from the restrictions of the original de Leeuw theorems or indeed
from the restrictions of [2, 3, 16]. These issues will be further explored in
future work.
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2. CONTRACTIONS OF LIE GROUPS TO H1
The Heisenberg Lie algebra h1 has a basis, which we denote by
[X, Y, T], such that
[X, Y]h1=T, [X, T]h1=[Y, T]h1=0.
When necessary, we will denote the elements of the Heisenberg group H1
by triples (x, y, t) # R3, with the understanding that
(x, y, t)=expH1 (xX+ yY+tT ).
Most of the time we will simply use single letters, like z, w, u, ... to denote
the elements of H1 .
For *>0, we denote by D* the dilations of H1 given by
D* (x, y, t)=(*x, *y, *2t).
With a slight abuse of notation, we also denote by D* the induced dilation
on the Lie algebra, so that
D* X=*X, D*Y=*Y, D*T=*2T.
Now let g be a 3-dimensional Lie algebra, with Lie bracket [, ]g and
assume that there are X$, Y$ # g such that T $=[X$, Y$]g is linearly inde-
pendent of X$ and Y$.
We then define a linear map
,* : h1  g
by
,* (X)=*&1X$, ,* (Y)=*&1Y$, ,* (T )=*&2T $. (2.1)
Proposition 2.1. The family [,*] defines a contraction of g to h1 .
Proof. We have
,&1* [,* (X), ,* (Y)]g=,
&1
* (*
&2[X$, Y$]g)=*&2,&1* (T $)=T=[X, Y]h1 .
Also
,&1* [,* (X), ,* (T )]g=*
&3,&1* [X$, T $]g
,&1* [,* (Y), ,(T )]g=*
&3,&1* [Y$, T $]g .
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It is clear that these two expressions tend to 0=[X, T]h1=[Y, T]h1 as *
tends to infinity. K
Let G be any Lie group having g as its Lie algebra. Define ?*=H1  G
as
?*=expG b ,* b exp &1H1 . (2.2)
This is a good definition because H1 is an exponential group. The following
identities are quite obvious,
?* (z&1)=?* (z)&1, ?*=?1 b D&1* .
Also, there is a neighbourhood 0 of the identity in H1 such that ?1 is a dif-
feomorphism of 0 onto a neighbourhood 0 of the identity in G. It follows
that ?* is a diffeomorphism of D* 0 onto 0 .
In the sequel, ?&1* will denote the inverse map from 0 to D*0.
Proposition 2.2. (a) If w*  w and z*  z, in H1 , then
lim
*  
?&1* (?* (w*) ?* (z*))=wz.
(b) If u, w, z # H1 , then
lim
*  
?&1* (?* (u) ?* (w) ?* (z))=uwz.
Proof. Let w*=exp W* , z*=expH1 Z* , so that W*  W=exp
&1
H1
w
and Z*  Z=exp&1H1 z, as *  . Then
?* (w*) ?* (z*)=expG(,* (W*)) expG(,* (Z*))
=expG(,* (W*+Z*)+ 12[,* (W*), ,* (Z*)]g+O(*
&3)).
Observe that as *  , the argument of expG tends to 0. So, for * large
enough, ?* (w*) ?* (z*) # 0 and we can apply ?&1* to it. We have
?&1* (?* (w*) ?* (z*))=expH1 (W*+Z*+
1
2,
&1
* [,* (W*), ,* (Z*)]g+O(*
&1)).
It follows easily from the contraction property that
lim
*  
,&1* [,* (W*), ,* (Z*)]g=[W, Z]h1 .
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So
lim
*  
?&1* (?* (w*) ?* (z*))=expH1 (W+Z+
1
2[W, Z]h1)=wz.
Now (b) follows from (a), taking w*=?&1* (?*(u) ?* (w)) and z*=z. K
3. TRANSPORTING CONVOLUTION OPERATORS
FROM H1 TO G
We fix a Haar measure dz on H1 and a right Haar measure drx on G (we
are not assuming that G is unimodular).
We let 2(x) denote the modular function on G, so that dl x=2(x) drx
is a left Haar measure.
The spaces L p (G) will be those defined in terms of drx. The notation
( f, g) is used for the bilinear form
( f, g) =|
G
f (x) g(x) drx
depending on the group on which the functions are defined.
The convolution operators that we consider are the left-invariant ones. If
a convolution operator T is bounded on L p, we denote its operator norm
by _T_pp . If k is the kernel of T (in general k is a distribution), i.e., if
Tf =f V k, we abuse notation by writing _k_pp in place of _T_pp . If
k # L1 (G), then
f V k(x)=|
G
f (xy&1) k( y) dry
=|
G
f ( y) k( y&1x) dly.
Let ?* , 0, 0 be as in Section 2. If we restrict to *1, then each ?* is
smooth and regular on 0.
We fix a neighbourhood B of the identity in H1 such that B=B&1 and
B2 is relatively compact in 0.
Let J be the Jacobian of ?1 , i.e., the function for which the identity
|
0
f (x) drx=|
0
f (?1 (z)) J(z) dz (3.1)
holds. It is quite obvious that J is a smooth function and that it is bounded
from above and from below by positive constants on B2.
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Making the change of variable z=D&1* w in (3.1), we obtain the identity
|
0
f (x) drx=*&4 |
D* 0
f (?* (w)) J(D&1* w) dw. (3.2)
The following result will be the main tool in our discussion of asymmetry
of norms.
Theorem 3.1. Let k # L1 (H1) with supp(k)/B. For *1 the formula
(K* , f ) =||
B_B
k(z) f (?* (w)&1 ?* (wz)) dw dz (3.3)
defines a function K* # L1 (G) with support contained in ?* (B) ?* (B2).
Furthermore, for every p # (1, ), there exists C independent of k and * so
that
(a) _K*_ppC _k_pp ;
(b) _k_ppC lim sup*   _K*_pp .
Proof. Let p # (1, ). Given f # L p (G), g # L p$ (G), define f* and g* on
H1 by
f* (z)={*
&4pf (?* (z))
0
if z # B
otherwise
g* (z)={*
&4p$g(?* (z))
0
if z # B2
otherwise.
Then
& f &p=\*&4 |B | f (?* (z))| p dz+
1p
C \*&4 |B | f (?* (z))| p J(D&1* z) dz+
1p
=C & f |?* (B)&p .
Similarly, &g*&p$C &g |?*(B2)&p$ .
If we define the operator U* on functions on G by
(U* f, g)=( f* V k, g*) , (3.4)
then
|(U* , f, g) |C _k_pp & f | ?*(B) &p &g|?* (B2)&p$ . (3.5)
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The left quasi-regular representation of G on L p (G) is given by
L ( p)y f (x)=2( y)
1p f ( y&1x).
We show that the integral
|
G
L ( p)y&1 U*L
( p)
y dry
converges in the weak operator topology. In order to do so, observing that
(L ( p)y f, g)=( f, L
( p$)
y&1g) ,
we discuss the absolute convergence of the integral
|
G
(U* L ( p)y f, L
( p$)
y g) dry
for f # L p (G), g # L p$ (G). By (3.5)
|
G
|(U*L ( p)y f, L
( p$)
y g) | dry
C _k_pp |
G
&(L ( p)y f )|?* (B) &p&(L
( p$)
y g)| ?* (B2)&p$ dry
C _k_pp \|G &L( p)y f )|?* (B) & pp dry+
1p
\|G &(L( p$)y g)|,* (B2) & p$p$ dr y+
1p$
.
Now,
|
G
&(L ( p)y f )|?* (B) &
p
p dr y=|
G
|
?* (B)
| f ( y&1x)| p 2( y) drx dr y
=|
?* (B)
|
G
| f ( y&1x)| p dly dr x
=|
?* (B)
|
G
| f ( yx)| p dry drx
=|?* (B)| & f & pp ,
where |?* (B)| denotes the measure of ?* (B) with respect to drx. Similarly
for g, with p replaced by p$ and B by B2. If we define T* on L p (G) by
(T* f, g) =*4 |
G
(U* L ( p)y f, L
( p$)
y g) dry, (3.6)
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the computation above shows that
_T*_ppC*4 |?* (B2)| _k_pp .
But
|?* (B2)|=*&4|
B2
J(D&1* (z)) dzC*
&4,
hence we conclude that
_T*_ppC _k_pp (3.7)
for every *1.
It follows from (3.6) that T* commutes with left translation. So there is
a distribution K* # D(G) such that T* f =f V K* . We now compute K* . By
(3.4) and (3.6),
( f V K* , g) =*4 |
G
( (L ( p)y f )* V k, (L
( p$)
y g)*) dry
=*4 |
G
|
H1
|
H1
(L ( p)y f )* (w) k(w
&1z)(L ( p$)y g)* (z) dw dz dry
=|
G
|
B2
|
B
(L ( p)y f )(?* (w)) k(w
&1z)(L ( p$)y g)(?* (z)) dx dz dry
=|
G
|
B2
|
B
f ( y&1?* (w)) k(w&1z) g( y&1?* (z)) dw dz 2( y) dry
=|
G
|
B2
|
B
f ( y?* (w)) k(w&1z) g( y?* (z)) dw dz dry
=|
B2
|
B
k(w&1z)|
G
f ( y?* (z)&1 ?* (w)) g( y) dry dw dz.
So
f V K* ( y)=|
B2
|
B
k(w&1z) f ( y?* (z)&1 ?* (w)) dw dz.
Changing the order of integration, and observing that for a given w # B the
integral in z is limited to z # wB, we have
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f V K* ( y)=|
B
|
wB
k(w&1z) f ( y?* (z)&1 ?* (w)) dz dw
=|
B
|
B
k(z) f ( y?* (wz)&1 ?* (w)) dz dw. (3.8)
If f # D(G) and f8 (x)= f (x&1),
(K* , f )=f8 V K* (e)
=|
B
|
B
k(z) f8 (?* (w)&1 ?* (wz)) dz dw. (3.9)
Even though the initial construction of K* depends on the choice of p, (3.8)
and (3.9) show that K* is in fact independent of such choice. The above
computations and this remark prove (a).
From (3.9) we also deduce that
supp(K*)/?* (B)&1 ?* (B2)=?* (B) ?* (B2).
Since
|(K* , f ) ||B| &k&1 & f & ,
we see that K* is a finite measure. Let E/G be a set of measure zero, and
for fixed w # B consider the set
[z # B : ?* (w)&1 ?* (wz) # E].
Since the map z [ ?* (w)&1 ?* (wz) is smooth and regular, this set has
measure zero. It follows that also
[(z, w) # B_B : ?* (w)&1 ?* (wz) # E]
has measure zero. This proves that (K* , /E) =0. We conclude that K* is
absolutely continuous with respect to drx, i.e., K* # L1 (G).
It remains to prove (b). Let , ’ be continuous functions on H1 with
supp()/B and supp(’)/B2. Define * and ’* on G by
* (x)={*
4p(?&1* (x))
0
if x # ?* (B)
otherwise,
’* (x)={*
4p$’(?&1* (x))
0
if x # ?* (B2)
otherwise.
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As before, a change of variables shows that
&*&pC &&p , &’*&p$C &’&p$ .
By (3.8),
(* V K* , ’*) =|
?*(B
2)
|
B
|
B
k(z) * ( y?* (wz)&1 ?* (w)) ’* ( y) dz dw dr y
=*&4 |
B2
|
B
|
B
k(z) * (?* (u) ?* (z&1w&1)
_?* (w)) ’* (?* (u)) J(D&1* u) dz dw du
=|
B2
|
B
|
B
k(z) (?&1* (?* (u) ?* (z
&1w&1)
_?* (w))) ’(u) J(D&1* u) dz dw du.
We can now compute the limit as *   using the dominated convergence
theorem. Observe that J(D&1* u)  J(0), which we can assume to be 1 by an
appropriate normalization of the Haar measures.
Observe now that if uz&1  B, then * (?* (u) ?* (z&1w&1) ?* (w)) is even-
tually zero. If uz&1 # B, then eventually * (?* (u) ?* (z&1w&1) ?* (w))=
*4p(?&1* (?* (u) ?* (z
&1w&1) ?* (w))). So in either case, lim * (?* (u)
?* (z&1w&1) ?* (w))=*4p(uz&1).
Applying Proposition 2.2(b), we have
lim
*  
(* V K* , ’*) =|
B2
|
B
|
B
k(z) (uz&1) ’(u) dz dw du=|B|( V k, ’) .
This implies that
|( V k, ’) |C &&p &’&p$ lim sup
*  
_K*_pp (3.10)
when supp()/B and supp(’)/B2. Since supp( V k)/B2 we have
& V k&pC &&p lim sup
*  
_K*_pp , (3.11)
for  # L p (H1) with supp()/B. The proof will be completed if we extend
(3.11) to every  # L p (H1). Take $>0 small enough so that the ‘‘cube’’
Q=[z=(x, y, t) : 0x<$, 0 y<$, 0t<$22]
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is contained in B. Let Z be the discrete subgroup of H1 , consisting of the
elements
zj=\$j1 , $j2 , $22 j3+ , j=( j1 , j2 , j3) # Z3
and let Qj=zjQ. Then H1 is the disjoint union of the Qj , and if
 # L p (H1),
 V k=:
j
(/Qj) V k.
Observe that (3.11) remains valid for functions supported on Qj , by left-
invariance. Therefore
&(/Qj) V k&pCA &/Qj &p ,
where we have set A=lim sup*   _K*_pp .
Also observe that supp((/Qj) V k)/Qj } B=zjQB=Q j .
Let N be the number of Q j that have a non-empty intersection with Q0
t
.
Since Z is a subgroup, it follows that every point in H1 is contained in at
most N of the Q j . We then have
& V k& pp =|
H1 }:j (/Qj) V k(z)}
p
dz
cN |
H1
:
j
|(/Qj) V k(z)|
p dz
=cN :
j
&(/Qj) V k&
p
p
CNA p :
j
&/Qj &
p
p
=CNA p && pp .
This concludes the proof. K
4. ASYMMETRY OF NORMS
In this section we shall prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We first show, as an
immediate consequence of known results, that the conclusions of Theorem
1.1 hold for the Heisenberg group.
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Lemma 4.1. Let B be any neighbourhood of the identity in H1 . Given
p # (1, ), p{2, there is a sequence [kn] of L1-functions supported on B
such that
_kn_ppC \n , lim
n  
_kn_qq= \q  Ip . (4.1)
Proof. By [13], given p{2, there is a convolution operator T on H1
that is bounded on Lq if and only if q # Ip . Since H1 is amenable, every
bounded convolution operator on L p is the ultraweak (hence weak) limit
of convolution operators with L1-kernels [6].
Hence, if q  Ip , there is a sequence [kn, q] of L1-functions on H1 such
that
_kn, q_ppC \n and lim
n  
_kn, q_qq=.
There is no loss of generality in assuming that each kn, q has compact sup-
port. Since the dilated kernels *&4kn, q b D&1* have the same operator norm
as kn, q , we may also assume that each kn, q is supported in B.
The amenability of H1 also implies that if q<r2, or if 2r<q, then
_ } _rrC _ } _qq . This follows from the inclusion Cvq (H1)/Cv2 (H1) [8]
and by interpolation.
We can then take a sequence [qj] of exponents such that qj # Ip for any
j, q2j  2, q2j+1  p, and use a diagonal argument to produce a sequence
[kn] satisfying (4.1). K
We determine now the 3-dimensional Lie algebras that admit a contrac-
tion to h1 of the form (2.1).
Lemma 4.2. Let g be a 3-dimensional Lie algebra, not isomorphic to R3
or to R _s R2. Then g admits a contraction [,*] to h1 of the form (2.1).
Proof. We prove that, unless g&R3 or g&R _s R2, then g has a basis
[X$, Y$, T $] such that T $=[X$, Y$]. By Proposition 2.1, this gives the
conclusion.
Let g=s+r be the Levi decomposition of g, with r=rad(g). Then the
Levi factor s is either trivial, or equal to all of g. If s=g, then either
g&sl(2, R) or g&su(2). In both cases the required basis exists.
Assume next that g is solvable. If the nilradical n is not abelian, then
g=n&h1 , and we have the same conclusion.
Suppose therefore that n is abelian. Since the action of gn on n is faith-
ful, we have dim n2. Since we are assuming that g{R3, we conclude that
dim n=2.
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Fix H  n, and let A=ad(H)|g . If A is not a scalar multiple of the iden-
tity, there is X # n which is not an eigenvector of A. So H, X and [H, X]
are linearly independent.
If A=*I, then *{0, so we can normalize H so that ad(H)|n=I. Hence
g&R _s R2. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We can assume that G is connected. By Lemma
4.2, there exists a contraction ,* : h1  g of the form (2.1). Let ?* be the
associated group contraction (2.2), ?* : D* 0  0 .
As in Section 2, we fix a neighbourhood B of the identity in H1 such that
B=B&1 and B2/0.
Let [kn] be L1-kernels supported on B and satisfying (4.1). From them
we construct the kernels Kn, * on G according to (3.3). Then
_Kn, *_ppC _kn_ppC
and, if q # (1, ),
lim sup
*  
_Kn, *_qq_kn_qq .
So for each q  Ip we can select a sequence Kn, *(n, q)=K n, q such that
(i) limn   *(n, q)=.
(ii) _K n, q_ppC \n
(iii) limn   _K n, q_qq=.
Using a diagonal argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we construct a
unique sequence [Kn] that satisfies (1.1).
We next observe that, by Theorem 3.1,
supp(Kn, *)/?* (B) ?* (B2)=?1 (D&1* B) ?1 (D
&1
* B
2).
Let U be a neighbourhood of the identity in G, and let V be another
neighbourhood such that V 2/U. If * is large enough, D&1* B
2/?&11 (V).
This implies that for * large
supp(Kn, *)/V 2/U
for every n. By construction, supp(Kn)/U for n large enough. K
In order to prove Theorem 1.2, we first discuss which Lie algebras
contain a 3-dimensional Lie algebra different from R3 or R _s R
2.
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Lemma 4.3. A Lie algebra g contains a 3-dimensional subalgebra not
isomorphic to R3 or to R _s R2 if and only if g itself is not isomorphic to Rn
or to R _s Rn.
Proof. Let g=sr be the Levi decomposition of g, with r=rad(g). If
s is non-trivial, then it contains a subalgebra isomorphic either to sl(2, R)
or to su(2). Assume therefore that g is solvable, and let n be its nilradical.
If n is not abelian, it contains a subalgebra isomorphic to h1 .
Suppose now that n is abelian. If there is H  n such that A=ad(H)|n is
not a scalar multiple of the identity, then n contains a 2-dimensional sub-
space v which is A-invariant and such that A|v is not a scalar multiple of
the identity. Thus H and v span a 3-dimensional subalgebra which is not
isomorphic to R3 or to R _s R
2.
If such an H does not exist, then either n=g or n{g and for all H  n,
ad(H)|n is scalar.
In the first case g&Rn and its 3-dimensional subalgebras are abelian.
In the second case, gn is one-dimensional and g&R _s Rn. Then its
3-dimensional subalgebras are either abelian or isomorphic to R _s R
2. K
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Again we can assume that G is connected. If g
is its Lie algebra, let h be a 3-dimensional subalgebra not isomorphic to
either R3 or R _s R
2, and call H the corresponding (not necessarily closed)
analytic subgroup of G.
Let U, V be neighbourhoods of the identity in G and of 0 # g respec-
tively, such that expG : V  U is a diffeomorphism. If V0=V & h, we set
U0=expG V0 . We can assume that U=SU0 , for some manifold S contain-
ing the identity and transversal to U0 .
Let W0 be a neighbourhood of the identity in H such that W 20 /U0 , and
call W=SW0 .
Finally, let d (G)r x and d
(H)
r y be right Haar measures on G and H respec-
tively. Let ds be the measure on S such that d(G)r x=d
(H)
r y ds if x=sy # U,
with s # S, y # U0 . Let [Kn] be a sequence of L1-functions on H, supported
on W0 and satisfying (1.1) as convolution kernels on H. Denote by +n the
measure on G given by
|
G
f d+n=|
W0
f ( y) Kn ( y) d (H)r y.
If f is supported on W, then f V +n is supported in WW0 /U, and for s # S,
y # U,
( f V +n)(sy)=( f (s } ) V Kn)( y),
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where the convolution on the left-hand side is on G and that on the right-
hand side is on H. So, if r # (1, ),
& f V +n&rr=|
S
|
U0
| f V +n (sy)| r d (H)r y ds
|
S
_Kn_rrr |
W0
| f (sy)| r d (H)r y ds
=_Kn_rrr & f & rr .
The same argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 allows us to conclude
that
_+n_rrC _Kn_rr
(+n being understood as a convolution kernel on G and Kn on H). To see
this, observe that the proof given in [7], for the affine group of the line
extends to any connected Lie group. When applied in our context, it shows
that there exists a countable set [xj]/G such that G=j x jW and the
family [xj W2] has the finite overlapping property, i.e., the number of j
such that a given point x # G belongs to xj W2 is bounded from above.
If we test +n on functions f supported on W of the form f1 (s) f2 ( y), we
see that in fact
_+n_rr t_Kn_rr \r # (1, ).
Let now Cvr (U ) denote the space of left-invariant operators on G which
are bounded on Lr and with kernel supported on U (as a distribution).
Then Cvr (U ) is a closed subspace of Cvr (G), hence a Banach space.
The first part of the proof, combined with the open mapping theorem,
implies that if q  Ip , then Cvp (U ) & Cvq (U ) is properly contained in
Cvp (U ); more precisely it is a set of the first category in Cvp (U ).
Let [qi] be a sequence of exponents such that qj  Ip for any j, q2j  p,
q2j+1  2. Then ( j Cvqj (U )) & Cvp (U ) is also of the first category in
Cvp (U ).
If T # Cvp (U )" j Cvqj (U ), then T  Cvq (U ) for q  Ip , by interpola-
tion. K
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